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Abstract

How should policies to control the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic differ across countries? We extend 
recent contributions integrating economic and epidemiological models for the United States to a 
developing country context, Uganda. Differences in demography, comorbidities, and health systems 
affect mortality risk; lower incomes affect agents’ willingness to forego consumption to reduce 
disease risk. For a broad range of  life valuations supported by the literature, optimal containment 
is significantly less restrictive in the latter context, a normative implication contradicted by positive 
findings of  similarly strict lockdowns across rich and poor countries. We explore biased beliefs about 
infection risk as a possible explanation.
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1 Introduction

The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has led governments around the world to impose unprecedented restrictions

on economic activity, with surprising initial uniformity across countries at all income levels (Figure 1). In

the United States, a survey in late March 2020 found zero leading economists disagreed that the policy

response to the pandemic should involve “a very large contraction in economic activity until the spread of

infections has dropped significantly” (IGM Forum, 2020). For the developing world, however, economists

have expressed reservations about similar policy prescriptions (Ray et al., 2020; Ray and Subramanian, 2020;

Barnett-Howell and Mobarak, 2020; Ravallion, 2020).

In this paper, we study the rationale for diverging policy responses by exploring two factors that are

crucial in order to understand differences across developing and developed countries: i) the mortality risk as

measured through the infection fatality rate (IFR) - which incorporates the effects of demography, comor-

bidities, and health system capacity, ii) and poverty - which increases the utility cost of the lockdown. We

also study how the value that a social planner’s attaches to saving a life matters for optimal policies.

More specifically, we extend recent work integrating economic behavior into an epidemiological Suscep-

tible - Infected - Recovered (SIR) model to take account of subsistence constraints, demography-dependent

fatality rates and context-specific valuations of a statistical life. We use our model to compare welfare-

optimizing policies across contexts that differ in terms of both income and demography, presenting the

Figure 1: OxCGRT Stringency Index in 2020 - Uganda, United States and average per income group
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The figure shows the average level of restrictions over time in the four income groups defined by the World Bank and our study
countries as measured by the Oxford Coronavirus Government Response Stringency Index (Hale et al., 2020).
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examples of the United States and Uganda. We focus on the latter as an example of a developing country

highlighting the two salient features we explore.

First, Uganda is the third youngest country in the world, its median age - 16 - being less than half

that of the United States - 38 - implying the probability of death from the disease may be considerably

lower. In our framework, this risk differentially affects agents’ labor supply and consumption decisions and,

in turn, optimal policy. A key statistic summarizing these demographic differences is the IFR, the share of

infected people dying. In Ghisolfi et al. (2020), we show that a population’s age and comorbidity structure

predicts wide variation in this statistic across contexts, and that even after adjusting for the lower capacity

of Uganda’s health system relative to the United States, the average infected person may be less than half

as likely to die from COVID-19 in Uganda compared to the United States (0.33% vs. 0.79%).1 We note

that recent evidence points to the possibility of an even larger differential in the IFR between rich and poor

countries (Nordling, 2020).

Second, Uganda’s GDP per capita - $710 - is substantially lower than that of the United States - $56,000

- and very close to the average in low-income countries. At lower incomes, foregone consumption due to

pandemic control (both voluntary and policy-induced) implies a larger welfare loss, affecting agents’ and

policymakers’ optimal choices.

Despite these differences in fatality risk and incomes, Uganda, as most low-income countries, has re-

sponded to the virus relatively early, strictly and sustained (Figure 1). Available figures suggest successful

initial containment: by early August, there had been about 1,200 confirmed cases and less than ten reported

deaths.2 There is however emerging evidence of widespread economic hardship as a result of the lockdown

policies: Mahmud and Riley (2020) report that households from a rural sample had seen their incomes de-

crease by 60%, reduced their food expenditure by 40%, and worked substantially more on their own farms

and subsequently less in other sectors.

Our study shows how the lower fatality risk changes the implicit valuation of the utility of the living

against the number of deaths. Furthermore, at lower income levels and close to subsistence, consumption

adjustments are less elastic, and hence less spontaneous adjustment can be expected. This is in line with

evidence from the United States and India: Chetty et al. (2020) report that half of the observed reduction

in consumer spending during the early stages of the United States outbreak came from households in the

top quartile of the income distribution, particularly in sectors requiring physical interactions. In Delhi,

occupation groups with higher incomes tend to cite fear of the virus as the main reason for not returning to
1We construct IFRs starting from available estimates on the number of comorbidities among COVID-19 deaths in Italy and

the gender and age structure of fatalities in France. We then adjust these figures to take account of the age and comorbidity
distribution of all countries, as well as the health system’s capacity to deal with pulmonary diseases.

2Source: ourworldindata.org
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work after the relaxation of the initially strict lockdown was scaled back, while poorer households are mostly

affected through the lack of job opportunities (Desai and Pramanik, 2020). This suggests richer households

can afford taking precautions that may be economically challenging for poorer ones.

We add a developing country’s perspective to recent work incorporating economic decision-making into

the SIR framework. According to these integrated models, agents facing contagion risk will voluntarily re-

duce their economic activity, thus partly containing the spread of the epidemic (Toxvaerd, 2020; Garibaldi

et al., 2020; Chudik et al., 2020). However, analyses suggest that, from a social welfare perspective, further

government action is justified by agents’ failure to internalize their own contribution to the spread of the

epidemic (Eichenbaum et al., 2020; Farboodi et al., 2020; Krueger et al., 2020; Glover et al., 2020; Alvarez

et al., 2020). Few model-based studies have focused on developing countries and the efficacy of the aforemen-

tioned mechanisms in their contexts, Alon et al. (2020) and Hausmann and Schetter (2020) being exceptions

we discuss below.

For our exercise, we start from the model by Eichenbaum et al. (2020, henceforth ERT), in which agents

expose themselves to infection risk when working and consuming, and, realizing this danger, reduce economic

activity as infection risk rises. However, they do not weigh the impact of their own labor and consumption

decisions on the pandemic’s spread, creating an externality the social planner seeks to internalize. The

optimal policy maximizes the present value of societal utility, taking the perspective of a social planner at

the beginning of the pandemic. Components which the social planner balances are i) the utility the agents

derive from consumption and leisure, ii) the disutility of foregone consumption from lower productivity when

infected, and iii) the disutility of dying.

In line with other studies, we confirm that, if a vaccine is unlikely to become available and a survived

infection gives immunity, the ‘optimal containment rate’ follows the share of infected in the population,

i.e. it discourages economic activity more when the risk of contracting or spreading the disease is higher,

thus guiding the population to herd immunity. Although never restricting economic activity totally, our

United States calibration yields a strong and sustained discouragement of consumption, equivalent to a 55%

consumption tax over the first year of the epidemic.

A central assumption of the ERT model is that the disutility of death is equal to the foregone utility of

living. Placing a monetary value on a life is challenging, and some would even argue unethical. However,

decision makers in all societies are making trade-offs that, implicitly or explicitly, assign monetary values

to lives. Examples are implicit valuations in budget posts for public health services and explicit valuations

when using calculated risks of deaths in cost-benefit analysis of infrastructure projects. In the United States,

a common choice for the value of a statistical life (VSL) is around $10 million per life, which is close to

the value we inherit from ERT and use in the United States calibration. However, the monetary value of
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a life will in reality depend also on the decision maker’s budget and as such valuations can be expected to

be higher in richer than in poorer countries. There exists neither a broadly accepted way of scaling the

consensus based evaluations to contexts with lower incomes, nor a collection of reference values used in

poorer countries (Viscusi and Masterman, 2017).

We review the literature estimating VSLs in developing countries, and find that scaling rich countries’

VSLs suggests values up to 100 times higher than those found in micro-studies from the experimental

development economics literature. As our model takes the social planner’s perspective, and the United

States consensus-based value reflects cost-benefit analyses used for policy rather than aggregated individual

willingness to pay (WTP), we purposefully target a valuation of life in Uganda to reflect policy makers’

choices. One such value is derived from the spending prioritization of governments on keeping their citizens

healthy. In particular, we adjust the consensus value for the United States with the ratio between the

Ugandan and American per-capita health spending. This value lands at about $31,000, a quarter of what

a simple scaling by GDP per capita would return, but at least ten times higher than results from the

experimental literature and three times higher than what we get by calibrating our model to Uganda without

targeting any value, thereby sticking closest to the social planner’s objective function in the United States

calibration.

We find that the difference in terms of mortality between a simple SIR model and one integrating welfare

optimizing policy is much smaller in Uganda than in the United States. While in the latter the optimal

containment policy reduces mortality by 34% relative to the pure epidemiological model without behavioral

adjustments, in Uganda the reduction is only 10%. Both of our suggested factors contribute about equally

to this result: first, lower IFRs in developing countries make for a lower aggregate disutility of infection.

Second, even in the face of contagion risk and containment measures, a poorer agent experiences larger

relative utility losses when reducing consumption. The former makes the behavioral responses to any tax

less efficient from a health perspective, and the latter makes the social planner less willing to introduce a

tax that reduces consumption. Thus, both forces suggest that optimal policies should be less restrictive in

developing countries (characterized by lower incomes and younger populations with lower predicted IFRs)

than in richer economies. The difference increases when valuing deaths at what individuals in developing

countries reveal through health prevention behavior, and remains, albeit more muted, when applying the

upper end of values found in the literature using cross-country estimations.

We further extend our model to explain a seemingly paradoxical observation from recent surveys in low-

income countries: respondents state high rates of agreement with - according to our analysis overly strict -

lockdowns imposed by governments, while at the same time experiencing large income losses (Moscoviz and

Le Nestour, 2020). If agents perceive an exaggerated risk of contracting the disease and/or of dying from
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it, their voluntary adjustment to protect themselves may coincide with the effects of the strict measures

introduced by governments. Unless they update their beliefs, agents may well agree with a painfully strict

lockdown.

Our study complements independent research by Alon et al. (2020) and Hausmann and Schetter (2020),

whose heterogeneous agents models include various characteristics of developing country state and health

system capacity to assess how different restrictions affect welfare in rich and poor countries. As the former

model assumes that workers in the informal sector cannot be shielded from the disease by a lockdown, the

authors argue that containment policy will be less effective in countries with larger informal sectors. Our

approach highlights a similar effect, though grounded in the utility maximization of agents and affecting the

optimal policy of the social planner: when faced with a given risk of contracting the disease through economic

activity, poorer agents will rationally reduce their exposure less, requiring relatively stricter policies to achieve

the same reduction in deaths. Alon et al. (2020) further emphasize that demographic differences, as captured

by the country-varying IFR in our framework, account for most of the differences in mortality rates between

their modeled rich and poor countries. In contrast, our approach highlights that lower mortality risk may

not only mechanically affect the overall death rate, but also individual-level optimization and adaptation

behavior. In line with their findings, we show that a given containment policy is about half as efficient in

averting deaths in Uganda per unit of GDP loss than in the United States. Finally, in contrast to Hausmann

and Schetter (2020)’s two-period model of households facing subsistence constraints, we jointly model the

full paths of infections and optimal policy.

In the following section, we lay out existing VSL estimates for poorer countries. We then present our

epidemiological and economic framework and their calibrations. In Section 4, we present the results before

concluding.

2 The value of a statistical life in developing countries

A critical choice in our and other studies of optimal policy in a pandemic is the social planner’s willingness

to pay to reduce the expected number of fatalities by one, or equivalently, the cost assigned by society to

one preventable death (Acemoglu et al., 2020). This ’value of a statistical life’ is the subject of substantial

discussion in both academic and policy circles (Adler, 2020), and a range of values has been adopted by

decision makers (OECD, 2012). Estimations by economists are usually based on compensating variations of

incomes for accepting a higher death risk, elicited either through hypothetical choice experiments or from

wage differentials in jobs varying by fatality risk. Both approaches have been subject to critique, and the

evidence is focused on developed countries. Aiming to fill this gap, Viscusi and Masterman (2017) collect
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VSL estimates from contexts varying by income and estimate the cross-country income elasticity of the VSL.

With their central estimate of one, they calculate a VSL of $120,000 for Uganda, slightly higher than what

we arrive at - $86,000 - if using unit elasticity but scaling our reference VSL for the United States with the

ratio of our targeted incomes.

In contrast, a review by the OECD (2012) recommends the use of an income elasticity of 0.8, yielding a

VSL for Uganda of $218,000, again using the ratio of incomes used in our calibration (see Table 1a). It is

worth noting that even with similar methodologies, we arrive at quite different evaluations – the examples

here vary by a factor of almost three.

The values underlying the analyses in Viscusi and Masterman (2017) and OECD (2012) are mostly derived

from wage differentials, and stand in stark contrast to the few studies estimating VSLs in poorer countries

from revealed preferences (for a recent review, see Robinson et al. (2019)). Kremer et al. (2011) and Ito and

Zhang (2020), respectively, observe people’s willingness to travel to safe water sources in rural Kenya and to

install air purifiers in China, and translate these to WTP for reducing or eliminating death risk of children

from diarrhea and air pollution. Berry et al. (2020) record peoples’ valuations of water filters directly using

incentive compatible elicitation methods. These can be translated into VSLs using their estimates of the

filters’ effectiveness. Scaled by the respective values of GDP per capita to Uganda with unit elasticity, these

studies’ estimates translate into VSLs of between $600 and $3,400.

Given the small number of available estimates, we also derive a value from the WTP for insecticide-

treated bednets in Cohen and Dupas (2010). The paper states a reduction in under-5 mortality risk of 18%,

reducing the death risk for children alive in 2007 from 6.91% to 5.67%. Hence, for avoiding one statistical

death, 1/(6.91-5.67)=80.4 bednets would have to be purchased. Kenyan households’ stated WTP of US$1.71

for one bednet implies a valuation of a statistical death of 80.4*US$1.71 =US$137.5, translating into US$105

in Uganda.

As evident from Table 1b, VSL estimates based on revealed preferences for preventive health behavior are

orders of magnitude lower than those based on scaling estimates from rich countries by a country’s income.

A small part of the difference may come from study samples on average being poorer than the overall

population. Counteracting this selection problem is the fact that the values are estimated for individuals

much younger than those at highest risk from COVID-19. We interpret the low revealed VSLs as reflecting

the multiple dimensions in which poor households have to manage fatality risk, not just from diseases but

also from low incomes more generally.

While we note the ethical and methodological challenges associated with scaling a small, perhaps inade-

quately understood death probability from a specific cause to the deterministic outcome of one death from

COVID-19, we also emphasize that any model illustrating, and any policymaker contemplating, trade-offs
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Table 1: VSL estimates for Uganda

(a) from cross-country transfer calculations
Source Income elasticity VSL scaled to Ug.

Published estimates
Viscusi & Masterman, 2017 1 US$ 120,000

Derived estimates
Viscusi & Masterman, 2017 1 US$ 86,000
OECD, 2012 0.8 US$ 218,000

(b) from revealed preference experimental studies
Source Year Context Estimated VSL VSL scaled to Ug.

Published estimates
Kremer et al., 2011 2007 rural Kenya US$ 769 - 2,715 US$ 594 - 2,100
Berry et al., 2020 2009-10 rural Ghana US$ 3,604 US$ 1,830
Ito & Zhang, 2020 2006-14 urban China US$ 34,580 US$ 3,386

Derived estimates
Cohen & Dupas, 2010 2007 rural Kenya US$ 137 US$ 105

Derived estimates in panel (b) take as inputs stated income elasticities, calibration targets for income from Section 3.1 and
United States VSL from ERT. Values of statistical life year in Ito and Zhang (2020) scaled to VSLs by multiplying with Chinese
life expectancy. Values scaled to Uganda by ratio between respective country’s and Uganda’s GDP per capita.

between reducing death risk and other sources of disutility must assign, implicitly or explicitly, a value, often

based on a small evidence base. A common criticism of VSL estimates based on WTP is that due to liquidity

constraints, subjects may not state a ’true’ valuation, but one that reflects limited spending possibilities on

health protection behavior. This concern looms larger when comparing estimates across countries than it

does here, where we are illustrating a situation in which individuals manage disease risks from multiple

sources while being affected by a policy aimed at reducing only one specific risk. Actual lockdowns in de-

veloping countries were often not implemented in combination with extended social safety nets, thus also

increasing households’ exposure to non-COVID-19 fatality risks (see Ray and Subramanian (2020) for the

case of India).

Our benchmark value for the Ugandan VSL reflects the prioritization taken by governments, not neces-

sarily by individuals, and at $31,000 lies in between the two sets of VSLs in the existing literature:

V SLUG = V SLUS ∗ Health SpendingUG/PopUG

Health SpendingUS/PopUS

We explore in Section 4.5 how this critical parameter affects the optimal policy. For the United States,

we follow ERT’s calibration to $9.3 million, a value that is validated by its use in United States public agency

deliberations.
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3 Model

Our model combines rationally optimizing agents and an epidemiological model, where the share of the

population that is currently either susceptible to, infected with or recovered from a disease, evolves according

to a set of parameters. The epidemic starts with an exogenous share of the population being infected. A

parameter β denotes the rate at which infected people contact susceptibles and transmit the virus. Once

infected, individuals recover at rate γ and are thereafter assumed to be immune. Depending on the relative

size of β and γ, infections die out quickly (if people recover at a higher rate than infecting new ones),

or the number of infected rises exponentially, until there are only few susceptibles left. At that stage, a

sufficiently large share of the population has acquired immunity to the disease and exogenous new infections

will not cause a new epidemic. In this model, deaths are recorded as a simple share of those contracting the

disease. A caveat with analyses using the SIR model is that its parameters are still surrounded by significant

uncertainty (Avery et al., 2020).

The key variable linking the economy and the epidemic is the number of newly infected people in a given

period, denoted by Tt:

Tt = πs1 (StC
s
t )

(
ItC

i
t

)
+ πs2 (StN

s
t )

(
ItN

i
t

)
+ πs3StIt

The first two terms on the right denote new infections coming from interactions while consuming, or

more broadly defined, spending money, and working. It is higher the more susceptible (St) and infected (It)

people there are, and the more each group consumes and works
(
Cs

t , C
i
t , N

s
t , N

i
t

)
. The third term captures

infections from random interactions outside of work or consumption activities. The πs parameters govern

the likelihood of getting infected from either source. Their estimation is key for the way the epidemic plays

out. In line with ERT, we assume that evidence from other epidemics also applies to the current one, in that

1/6 of infections take place at work, 1/6 while consuming, and 2/3 from random interactions. Furthermore

we calibrate the πs using steady state values of hours worked and consumption, targeting a final epidemic

size of 60%.

We note that we so far lack the data to validate the transmission parameters of our epidemiological

model. In particular, there are neither broad studies of the locii of new infections in poorer settings (during

economic activity or within the household), nor of the likelihood of a contact with an infected person resulting

in transmission. Measures of these two quantities would affect the transmission probabilities calibrated from

the procedure outlined above. If transmissions from consumption and work are less important, and perceived

so, in developing countries, the behavioral adjustments in our model would be weaker, and vice versa.

Absent better evidence, we take on board ERT’s assumptions about the basic patterns of the pandemic,
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implying a basic reproductive number R0 of 1.5. This is at the lower end of estimates reported for the

early stage of the pandemic in Liu et al. (2020).3 We keep the transmission probabilities constant with

respect to ERT, allowing for comparability along that dimension. We see this as a conservative way to

model the epidemic in developing countries compared to richer settings, as infected individuals there may

be more likely to interact with susceptibles outdoors, and lower mobility should make local outbreaks slower

to spread across regions.

In the model’s economic part, a continuum of representative agents are trading off consumption c and

labor n:

u (ct, nt) = ln(ct − c̄) − θ

2
n2t + ū

Agents cannot consume less than the subsistence level c̄ and face a budget constraint linking government

action to individual consumption through a discouragement on consumption µct (the ’containment rate’),

the proceeds of which are immediately rebated as a lump sum Γt:

(1 + µct) ct = wtnt + Γt

θ and the wage rate are calculated from the model’s steady state, targeting the average weekly income

and the number of hours worked.

The chosen subsistence level affects how much agents adjust economic activity to infection risk. We are

not aware of nationally representative data from Uganda or a comparable context tracing out this response.

The intuition of our calibration, that poorer agents will be able to adjust less, is supported by evidence from

the United States, showing that richer households stood for the bulk of spending reductions during the early

stages of the pandemic (Chetty et al., 2020).

Agents maximize their lifetime utility, components of which depend on their current infection status.

Susceptible: Us
t = u (cst , n

s
t ) + β

[
(1 − τt)U

s
t+1 + τtU

i
t+1

]
where: τt = πs1c

s
t

(
ItC

I
t

)
+ πs2n

s
t

(
ItN

I
t

)
+ πs3It (1)

Infected: U i
t = u

(
cit, n

i
t

)
+ β

[
(1 − πr − πd)U i

t+1 + πrU
r
t+1

]
Recovered: Ur

t = u (crt , n
r
t ) + βUr

t+1

Here, τt represents the agents’ probability of getting infected given their own and the infecteds’ consump-

tion and working activities, πr is the probability of recovering, and πd is the probability of death. We note
3In the pure SIR model, the median R0 estimate in Liu et al. (2020) would result in an implausible 95% of the population

contracting the disease.
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here the strong assumption that agents know the ‘true’ infection probabilities. In Section 4.6, we illustrate

the effects of perceived transmission probabilities on behavioral adjustment and agreement with lockdown

policies.

3.1 Calibration

In the analysis below, we compare our calibration to the United States to one for Uganda as our example of

a developing country. A first key difference between rich and poor countries is the lower IFR in the latter,

mostly driven by their younger population and even after adjusting for health system differences (Ghisolfi

et al., 2020; Walker et al., 2020). We use our predicted IFRs of 0.33% for Uganda and 0.79% for the United

States, noting that ERT assumed an IFR of 0.5%. The most pessimistic scenario in Ghisolfi et al. (2020)

accounts for the possibility of health systems becoming overburdened by assuming that none of the predicted

severe cases can be saved in hospitals. We present below a robustness check of our main result using this

adjusted IFR of 1.3%, but also note that recent evidence points in the opposite direction of potentially much

lower IFRs in the context of developing countries.4

A second obvious difference between the two settings are incomes and hours worked. For the United

States, we target a yearly income of $58,000, earned during 28 hours of weekly labor, following ERT. For

Uganda, we take the median main job monthly nominal wage for wage employees from the 2016/17 Household

Survey (UBOS, 2018), converted to yearly dollar wages - $535 - and set weekly hours worked to 50, following

evidence for Tanzania and Ethiopia (Charmes, 2015). We set the subsistence level at $200 per year in Uganda,

the median nominal wage for female workers without formal education. In case of the United States, we

stick to a formulation without a subsistence constraint as average incomes there are much further from such

a level than Ugandan ones.5

4 Results

We first present results from our calibration to the United States as a benchmark and explain the basic

mechanisms of the model. We then take steps towards the low-income country calibration. We first change

the income targets and subsistence level to the Ugandan values described above, holding constant the IFR.
4Seroprevalence studies from representative samples and reliable counts of fatalities would allow us to validate our estimates

for developing countries. While we are not aware of such data yet, evidence from African countries at similar levels of development
as Uganda supports our claim of generally lower IFRs in poorer countries by showing a high prevalence of COVID-19 antibodies
in subgroups of the population (health personnel in Malawi: Chibwana et al. (2020); blood donors in Kenya: Uyoga et al.
(2020)). In Kenya, the authors argue that if the disease was similarly deadly there as in other countries, official death counts
would have to be implausibly inaccurate, implying that the IFR in Kenya is likely much lower than in other contexts.

5All other parameters are from ERT, including an annualized discount rate of 0.96, a 20% loss in productivity if infected, a
recovery duration πr of 18 days, one time unit representing a week, a model horizon of 250 weeks and an initial infection share
of 1 in 1,000 people.
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Figure 2: Calibrations to United States and Ugandan economy with United States IFR
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The figure shows the time path of epidemiological (left and middle panels) and economic components (right panels) of the ERT
model calibrated to the United States (blue) and Uganda (orange), holding constant the IFR. Dotted black line reports results
from the basic SIR model. Solid lines depict agents’ voluntary adjustments. Dashed lines show results from social planner
problem maximizing overall utility.

The second step explores the role of a lower probability of deaths and subsequent lower aggregate disutility

of infection/exposure. We then show how our results depend on the VSL we choose, before highlighting the

role of beliefs about transmission probabilities in agreement with lockdown policies.

4.1 Optimal policy in the United States

The dotted black line in Figure 2 represents the course of the epidemic without any behavioral adjustment or

government intervention - the basic SIR model. Infections grow until a large enough share of the population

has acquired immunity, such that the infected become less likely to interact with the remaining susceptibles.

At the end of the epidemic, 60% have ever been infected (targeted by the parameterization), and 0.47% have

died (60% infected * 0.79% IFR = 0.47%). In our model, the epidemic ends when a sufficient share of the

population has acquired immunity, the herd immunity level. However, the rapid increase in infections in the
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pure SIR-model leads to an overshoot of infections (Moll, 2020). Hence, the final epidemic size as measured

by the share of people that ever got infected lies above the minimal level necessary for herd immunity,

indicated by the dashed horizontal line.

The solid blue line presents the SIR-model augmented with rationally adjusting agents. Focusing on the

top-right panel, reductions in aggregate consumption amount to up to 13% and follow the infection rate.

This is for two reasons: firstly, infected individuals are assumed to be 20% less productive and thus have less

income to consume. With a peak infection rate of 5%, this amounts to a reduction of 1%. The larger share

of the reduction comes from agents’ voluntary adjustments of hours worked and consumption, in order to

reduce the risk of infection. These adjustments slow the epidemic and reduce its peak infection rate, leading

to a 13% reduction in death rates compared to the basic SIR model.

Besides this voluntary adjustment, the social planner can increase overall utility by internalizing the

individual agents’ contribution to the overall epidemic. This optimal policy, the dashed blue line in the

bottom right panel, amounts to a tax on consumption equal to up to 100% at the peak of the epidemic

or 56% over the first year, leading to an additional reduction in consumption of up to 35%. This slows

the epidemic further, reducing deaths by an additional 21% and thus almost closing the gap between final

epidemic size and the herd immunity level.

Overall, the United States calibration suggests that the policymaker can be effective at reducing deaths

by reducing economic activity, and that this is socially optimal. Notably, the calculation implies that overall

societal utility of the living between the voluntary adjustment and the optimal policy scenario is virtually

unchanged, since agents are willing to reduce their working hours proportionately to the consumption re-

duction. This observation motivates our introduction of a subsistence constraint into the utility function,

thus making the income elasticity of consumption dependent on baseline consumption.

4.2 The role of income levels in determining the optimal policy

Next, we assess how the economic outcomes of the model differ when income levels are lower (orange lines

in Figure 2). Agents are now much poorer, less productive and face a non-zero subsistence constraint,

but have the same, relatively high, probability of dying once infected as in the United States calibration.6

Focusing first on aggregate consumption adjustments without any containment policies, it is striking that

the adjustments are less than half as strong than in the United States economy. The adaptation still reduces

peak infection and death rates substantially, though less so than in the United States (8.8% reduction in

death rate vs. 13%). We make a similar observation for the optimal policy, which now peaks at 41%: It
6The assumed fixed share of transmission through working or consuming explains the overlapping of the SIR model for either

economy.
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Figure 3: Calibration to Ugandan economy with Ugandan IFR
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The figure shows the time path of epidemiological (left and middle panels) and economic components (right panels) of the
model calibrated to Uganda with the United States IFR (orange) and Ugandan IFR (green). Dotted lines report results from
the basic SIR model. Solid lines include agents’ voluntary adjustments. Dashed lines show results from social planner problem
maximizing overall utility.

reduces deaths, but much less so than in the United States (additional 13% reduction vs. 21%). Both agents

and the social planner are trading off mortality risk and utility losses from consumption reductions. When

consumption is low already it becomes more costly to reduce it, reductions lead to relatively large losses in

utility, and it becomes less optimal to avert deaths. In other words, the externality from one agent getting

infected, and not internalizing that she may infect others, becomes smaller relative to baseline utility the

poorer the agent is.

4.3 The role of mortality risk in determining the optimal policy

The second step of the calibration keeps the Ugandan economy structure, and adds the estimated IFR

for Uganda (green lines in Figure 3). Faced with a lower risk of death, agents reduce consumption only

marginally, reducing the death rate by just 7.2%. Optimal policy now peaks at 21% and reduces deaths by
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Figure 4: Optimal policy and death reductions along calibration steps from United States to Uganda
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upper bound for the IFR from Ghisolfi et al. (2020) and applying United States optimal policy to our Ugandan calibration.

only an additional 7%, with final epidemic size far above the minimal herd immunity level.

4.4 Summary of calibration exercise

Our exercise highlights that even with equal death risk, the social planner should choose less stringent

containment measures in a poorer economy, where reduction in consumption is relatively more costly in

utility terms. Figure 4 shows the decrease in death reductions and consumption containment under optimal

policies as we move from the United States towards to the Ugandan calibration.

As we change only the IFR between the first and second scenario, equivalent to moving from the 52nd to

the 4th percentile of country-IFRs in Ghisolfi et al. (2020), optimal policy reduces deaths by 10 percentage
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Figure 5: Optimal policy and death reductions for a range of assumed values of a statistical life
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the VSL from following ERT and setting ū = 0.

points less relative to the SIR model. Changing the economic structure to Uganda holding the IFR constant

as in Figure 2 lowers the death reduction by a similar amount. Furthermore, our main qualitative result

also holds when we assume a much higher death rate in Uganda, equivalent to all predicted severe cases

succumbing to the disease (Scenario VI).

Finally, we can ask about the efficiency of a given policy in preventing deaths per unit of GDP reduction

by transferring the optimal policy from the United States (Scenario I) to the Ugandan setup (Scenario VII).

The voluntary reduction now constitutes a much smaller part of the total reaction, as a relatively strict

lockdown is applied to agents not willing to incur large losses. The containment policy reduces deaths per

100,000 from 200 in the SIR model to 152, while reducing GDP by 14%. This yields a reduction in deaths

per percentage point of GDP loss of 3.4, in contrast to the United States scenario where the same policy

avoids 7.6 deaths per point of GDP loss.

4.5 The value of a statistical life as a critical parameter

As discussed in Section 2, our benchmark value for the cost of death falls into a broad range of possible

values. Values that are high relative to agents’ income approximate a view that lives should be saved even
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at very high costs. At the other end of the scale, studies using revealed preference methods on peoples’ own

WTP to reduce and avoid fatality risks have found VSLs that are low relative to agents’ income.

This wide range of values has implications for optimal policy in our framework, as presented in Figure 5.

However, even when applying the VSL estimate based on the OECD (2012) study, optimal policy in Uganda

would still be less strict as in the United States. If basing containment measures on the revealed preferences

from the development economics literature, only very mild containment would be optimal. Our reference

value of $31,000 lies in between these estimates and optimal policy is thus moderately strict.

4.6 Beliefs about transmission risk and the acceptance of lockdown policies

Our finding on more muted optimal policies stands in contrast to the strict lockdown policies imposed in

many developing countries, among them Uganda. Given the large difference, it may be surprising that recent

surveys in Senegal and Pakistan have found broad agreement with the measures mandated by governments,

despite households reporting substantial reductions in income (Moscoviz and Le Nestour, 2020; Brac, 2020).7

A possible explanation for these findings lies in that people may or would have been reducing their

economic activity even without stricter government measures, as suggested by the mobility data from the

United States and Sweden presented in Farboodi et al. (2020). Also in the case of Uganda, Mahmud and

Riley (2020) report a large increase in protective behavior. In particular, this may be the case if agents

overestimate the risk of getting infected and/or of dying from an infection. Further restrictions would then

either not be controversial – if their effect does not exceed the voluntary reductions–, or even welcome – if

there is a belief that others are not reducing their activity enough.8 With a small extension, our model lends

itself to an analysis of the necessary overestimation. We here focus on the infection risk, but could perform

a similar exercise for an overestimation of the death risk.

The ’true’ infection risks from economic activity - πs1, πs2 - are, in reality, unlikely to be known by

agents. At least during early stages of the epidemic, beliefs likely often overstate the true (unknown) param-

eters in both developing and developed countries. Within the model, a ’fear parameter’ ρ by which agents

overestimate the true infection parameters from consumption or work captures this reasoning, transforming

Equation 1 into

Us
t = u (cst , n

s
t ) + β

[
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]
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770% of respondents of a nationally representative survey in Senegal in mid-April supported a two-week lockdown when there
had already been a nightly curfew and public spaces closed. This was similar among people who had already lost income, and
higher among those more worried about the epidemic in general. In Bangladesh, respondents reported labor income decreases
of up to 75%, while also generally supporting further restrictive measures.

8Mahmud and Riley (2020) report that only 14% of households in their rural Ugandan sample expect a member to contract
the virus - absent representative testing in Uganda, we cannot say whether this is an over- or underestimate.
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This exercise suggests that if agents overestimate the infection risk from consuming and working by factor

six, they voluntarily reduce consumption by 5%, equalling the optimal adjustment. In turn, this illustrates

that agreement with strict - according to our model overly strict - lockdown policies in developing countries

can be partly explained through an overestimation of the risks. Governments may hence find it harder to

restrict economic activity once people form more accurate or even too optimistic beliefs about the medical

risks.

Another, related explanation for strict initial lockdowns could be that governments used containment

policies as signalling tools to individuals, foreseeing that compliance would be incomplete if the risks were

objectively known and enforcement capacity limited. In our framework, we can think of this as the policy

variable not only containing behavior directly through disincentivizing consumption, but also through shap-

ing, at least initially, beliefs about risks. The extent of such effects would be an interesting avenue for future

research.

5 Conclusion

We integrate behavioral responses in a standard SIR epidemiological model by building on Eichenbaum

et al. (2020) and extend their model to take account of subsistence constraints as well as demography-

dependent fatality rates. We use the model to compare optimal policy responses to the current pandemic

for two countries, the United States and Uganda, as stylized examples of countries varying by poverty and

demography. We calibrate the model with country-specific distributions of age, comorbidities, and income,

extend the framework to allow for a ‘fear parameter’ that may induce agents to reduce economic activity

more than socially optimal given the diseases’ true risks, and highlight the dependence of our and related

studies on the chosen value of the cost of death, which may fall into a broad range.

The differences in optimal policy responses we find between the United States and Uganda stand in

contrast to the relatively similar actual initial policy responses across the world. Our results suggest that

lockdown policies in Uganda and other countries with similar income levels and demographics may be too

restrictive compared to optimal policies. This begs the question whether governments are optimizing as social

planners and may have gotten it wrong, or whether their actions can be rationalized with considerations

outside our model. One simple explanation would be that in the face of huge uncertainty, governments

have adopted approaches from other countries which had already gained more experience with the epidemic,

without adapting them to local conditions. As an alternative, we explored the role of possible overestimation

of the fatality risk among the population, leading to demand for stronger measures. Both explanations are

in line with the observation that restrictions have been scaled down the fastest in developing countries (see
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Figure 3). Another possible explanation is that governments in poorer countries placed a high value on

protecting lives of their citizens, possibly higher relative to their GDP than a standard value in the United

States.

Finally, we reiterate that a central assumption to our analysis is that the societal disutility of death

equals the foregone utility of living. While common in macroeconomic research, there may well be different

societal preferences underlying the choices taken by governments during this time. As Ghana’s President

Nana Akufo-Addo said in March explaining lockdown measures, “We know how to bring the economy back to

life. What we do not know is how to bring people back to life. We will, therefore, protect people’s lives, then

their livelihoods.” An interesting topic for future research would be to consider potential heterogeneities in

country preferences that could rationalize the actual responses we observe.
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